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Easy as 1, 2, 3!
Harmar’s Inside Lifts come standard with many useful features 
and provide robust heavy-duty lifting capacities for today’s 
heavier scooters and power chairs. Harmar offers a solution for 
virtually every chair and vehicle on the market. The Universal 
design of the AL425/225 Series and the AL800 allows installation into 
either side of most vehicles.

Attach the lifting strap 
to the power-chair or 
scooter.

Raise and swing into 
the vehicle.

Close the hatch 
and go!

* Typical AL425/AL225 Series application.

armar designs, engineers and 
produces American made lift, 

ramp and home access products that enhance 
people’s mobility, independence and quality of 
life. Our products include a complete line of Auto 
Lifts, Access Ramps and Home Access Products.

Harmar products are available exclusively 
through a nationwide network of authorized 
dealers. Customers receive care from the 
nation’s top mobility dealers. Harmar’s dealers 
will assist in determining the best product to 
fit your needs and budget. It is imperative to 
have an authorized Harmar dealer demonstrate, 
install and service your Harmar lift.

Harmar’s lifts, ramps and home access products 
are designed and built with the “Harmar differ-
ence” - they are simpler, stronger, 
lighter and easier to use.
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Over a decade of customer input and design innovation have combined to create Harmar’s series of Inside Lifts. 

With an appearance that integrates with today’s vehicle interiors, Harmar’s latest Inside Lifts include Best-in-Class 

features and lifting capacities to offer high-quality solutions for virtually every chair and vehicle. No other products 

on the market have the level of safety, quality and adjustability found with Harmar Inside Lifts. 

AL800
SIDE-LOADING TRUCK LIFT

Brings chair from pickup truck bed to driver or 
passenger door
Fully-powered for effortless loading
Extremely adjustable base and boom
Mounts on either side of truck bed
Weather resistant
Exclusive 2-step “Up and In” operation
Weatherproof remote hand control

AL425
FULLY POWERED INSIDE LIFT

Fully-powered lifting and rotation 
Our most popular model, fits most 
rear loading applications 
Only 30” of headroom required
Extremely adjustable base and boom
Mounts on either side of vehicle
Weather resistant
Weatherproof remote hand control 

AL225
FULLY POWERED VALUE LIFT

AL215
SEMI-POWERED VALUE LIFT

The AL225 is a value 
engineered fully 
powered inside lift 
with a 250lb weight  
 capacity.

The AL215 is a value 
engineered inside 
lift with powered 
lifting, manual 
rotation, no stylistic 
covers, and a 250lb 
weight capacity. 

No

AL425 Inside Lift Specifications:
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